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Outline 

>  Introduction 
§  Cosmic-ray properties 

§  Tracers of cosmic rays 

§  Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs) 

§  Detection principle 

>  Working principle of IACTs 
§  Data acquisition 

§  Calibration 

§  Reconstruction 

§  High-level analysis 

>  The next step: The Cherenkov Telescope Array – CTA 
§  Concept 

§  An example: Camera readout simulations 

§  Science 
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Cosmic Rays: Historical background 

>  History 
§  in 1910, Theodor Wolf made first measurements on Eiffel 

tower that ionisation in air increases with height 

§  in 1912, Victor HESS confirmed this measurements in 
balloon flights and concluded the ionising radiation must be 
extraterrestrial ➝ cosmic rays 

XMM -Newton 

>  Cosmic rays 
§  spectrum follows a power-law in energy 

§  nearly featureless (knee, ankle, second knee) 

§  > 10 decades in energy 

§  > 30 decades in flux 

§  produced by acceleration of particles (spectral 
shape, energies reached) 
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Cosmic Rays: Properties 

>  Properties 
§  energy density of ~1 eV cm-3 – comparable to star light, 

interstellar magnetic fields or CMBR 

§  99% protons and heavier nuclei (basically no anti-matter) 

§  only ~1% electrons and small contribution of (diffuse) γ-rays 

XMM -Newton 

>  Origin 
§  Origin of CRs hotly debated 

§  SNR shells likely acceleration site of Galactic CRs 
up to the knee at ~1015 eV 

§  Radio galaxies, Galaxy clusters, GRBs for highest 
energies? 

How can we find the accelerators? 

➝ Neutral messenger particles (neutrinos and photons) 
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Non-thermal radiation 

>  Tracers of ultra-relativistic 
electrons and hadrons 
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Non-thermal ‘windows’ 

>  Tracers of ultra-relativistic 
electrons and hadrons 

>  Non-thermal windows 
§  radio (low-energy electrons) 

§  hard X-rays 

§  γ rays 
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How to detect γ rays of > 10 GeV energies? 

>  Satellite-based instruments – Fermi-LAT 
§  imaging, wide field-of-view 

§  covers energy range from ~20 MeV – 300 GeV 

§  pair-conversion telescope, with a precision tracker 
and calorimeter 

§  consists of a 4x4 array of 16 modules 

XMM -Newton 

>  Limitations 
§  limited detection array (it’s in space…) 

§  higher-energy particles produce pair cascades that 
are not fully covered in calorimeter 

§  steep CR spectrum 

➝ basically impossible to do γ-ray astronomy > 1TeV 
with these kind of instruments Tr

ac
ke

r 

Calorimeter 
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How to detect γ rays between 10 GeV and 100 TeV? 

XMM -Newton >  Go back to Earth… 
§  same detection principle as in space 

§  use atmosphere as calorimeter (air vs. lead) 

➝ particle showers developing in the 
atmosphere are much larger 

§  and we don’t have a tracker (as in the LAT) 

§  what is the energy of the primary? 

§  from which direction did it come from? 

§  which particle induced the air shower? 

➝ need indirect detection technique to infer 
properties of primary particle, using shower 
properties 
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Particle showers 

XMM -Newton >  γ-ray induced showers 
§  Bremsstrahlung and pair production 

create secondary particles, ionisation 
leads to expiration of the shower 

§  300 GeV γ ray produces ~10 km long 
shower of ~250 m width 

§  ~symmetric around longitudinal axis 

>  Hadronic showers 
§  CRs inelastically scatter on air 

molecules, produce pions, kaons, 
nucleons, … 

§  but also electromagnetic sub-showers 
develop (~1/3 of the primary energy) 

§  much more irregular 

>  Cherenkov light 
§  charged particles emit Cherenkov light 

when moving faster than c in medium 
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>  IACTs 
§  use atmosphere as 

calorimeter 

§  collect Cherenkov radiation 
produced by charged 
particles in shower 

§  optical reflectors in 
Cherenkov pool focus light 
into fast camera in focus 
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What is needed to make such a measurement? 

XMM -Newton 

Photomultiplier, or 
 
Silicon photomultiplier 

>  Reflector 
§  large mirror area to focus the faint Cherenkov 

light 

§  optimally reflecting in the blue and absorbing 
in the red (night sky background photons) 

>  Camera 
§  need very fast photo sensors to detect short 

(~10 ns long) Cherenkov flashes 

§  again, sensitive in the blue, not in the red 

§  pixelated to image shower geometry 
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Instruments currently in operation 

XMM -Newton 

VERITAS 

MAGIC 

HESS 
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>  2 – 5 Telescopes 

>  500 – 2000 pixel cameras 

>  3.5∘ – 5.0∘ FoV 

>  ~0.1∘angular resolution 

>  ~15% energy resolution 

>  Sensitivity <1% Crab 

>  ~30 GeV – 50 TeV 

Instruments currently in operation 

VERITAS 

MAGIC 

HESS 
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VERITAS 

>  Four-telescope system at Whipple 
Observatory (1270m alt.) in 
Arizona, USA 

>  Completed 2007 
§  2009 telescope move 

>  Cameras upgraded 2012 
§  much higher quantum efficiency PMTs 

§  improved trigger 

4 x 12m ⊘ 

499 pixels 
3.5∘ FoV 
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MAGIC 

1039 pixels, 3.5∘ FoV 

2 x 17m ⊘ 

>  Two large telescopes on La Palma 
(2200m alt.) 

>  First telescopes 
§  completed 2004 

>  Second telescope 
§  operational since 2009 

>  Upgrade 
§  of original camera 2012 
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H.E.S.S. 

>  Khomas Highland of Namibia 
(1800m alt.) 

>  Phase 1 
§  four 12m telescope system completed 

in 2004 

>  Phase 2 
§  addition of a 28m telescope in 2012 

§  0.07∘ pixels, 3.5∘ FoV 

>  Upgrade underway 
§  of original cameras 

§  completed 2016 

§  reduced deadtime 

§  improved reliability 

960 pixels, 5∘ FoV 

4 x 12m ⊘ 
1 x 28m ⊘ 
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H.E.S.S. 

>  Khomas Highland of Namibia 
(1800m alt.) 

>  Phase 1 
§  four 12m telescope system completed 

in 2004 

>  Phase 2 
§  addition of a 28m telescope in 2012 

§  0.07∘ pixels, 3.5∘ FoV 

>  Upgrade underway 
§  of original cameras 

§  completed 2016 

§  reduced deadtime 

§  improved reliability 

960 pixels, 5∘ FoV 

4 x 12m ⊘ 
1 x 28m ⊘ 

 
Why do the cameras have to be that fast? 
 
Why do we need multiple telescopes? 
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cameras need short exposures… 

XMM -Newton 
1/10000 
(100 µs) 

1/100000 
(10 µs) 

1/1000000 
(1 µs) 

1/10000000 
(100 ns) 

1/100000000 
(10 ns) 
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cameras need short exposures… 

XMM -Newton 
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(100 µs) 
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(10 µs) 
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Why multiple telescopes? 

XMM -Newton >  Ambiguity of shower direction 
§  Where does the primary particle come from? 

§  Hard to tell, as γ-ray showers are also 
~laterally symmetric 

§  Can use asymmetry between start of shower 
and part where it dies out 
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Why multiple telescopes? 

XMM -Newton >  Ambiguity of shower direction 
§  Where does the primary particle come from? 

§  Hard to tell, as γ-ray showers are also 
~laterally symmetric 

§  Can use asymmetry between start of shower 
and part where it dies out, or  

>  Stereoscopy 
§  another telescope in Cherenkov light pool of 

same shower breaks this ambiguity 
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Why multiple telescopes? 

XMM -Newton >  Ambiguity of shower direction 
§  Where does the primary particle come from? 

§  Hard to tell, as γ-ray showers are also 
~laterally symmetric 

§  Can use asymmetry between start of shower 
and part where it dies out, or  

>  Stereoscopy 
§  another telescope in Cherenkov light pool of 

same shower breaks this ambiguity, and 
helps with 

➝ energy estimation 

➝ background reduction 
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Any questions so far? 

Working principle of IACTs 
(based on HESS) 
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From analogue signals to spectra, lightcurves & images… 

? 

? 

? 
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From analogue signals to spectra, lightcurves & images… 

? 

? 

? 

>  Multi-step process 
§  Data acquisition 

§  Calibration 

§  Shower reconstruction 

§  γ-hadron separation 

§  image/spectral analysis 

! 
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Data Acquisition in HESS 

XMM -Newton 

>  Camera 
§  960 pixels 

>  Front-end electronics 
§  organised in 60 drawers 

with 16 pixels each 

§  two analogue ring 
samplers (ARS) per drawer 

§  three channels per pixel: 
trigger, low-gain, high-gain 

§  one pre-amplifier per pixel 
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Data Acquisition in HESS 

XMM -Newton 

>  Camera 
§  960 pixels 

>  Front-end electronics 
§  organised in 60 drawers 

with 16 pixels each 

§  two analogue ring 
samplers (ARS) per drawer 

§  three channels per pixel: 
trigger, low-gain, high-gain 

§  one pre-amplifier per pixel 

>  Trigger channel 
§  Analogue Digital Converter (ADC) translates 

voltages stored in ARS into ADC counts 

>  Readout channels 
§  high-gain channel for signals < 200 p.e. 

§  low-gain channel for signals 15 p.e. – 1600 p.e. 

Input p.e. signal 
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Data Acquisition in HESS 

>  Back-end electronics and DAQ 
§  digitised signals are stored and processed in an field-programmable gate array (FPGA) 

§  acquisition cards return two ADC values (LG/HG), which have been integrated in a 10ns 
window around the trigger time* 

§  all drawer data is sent to 8 FIFO memories, located in cPCI crate 

 
* this is just one way to readout the data (see later) 
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Data Acquisition in HESS 

>  Back-end electronics and DAQ 
§  data from all cameras is sent to farm 

§  4 PCs host 20 farm nodes that record and process the data 

§  one ‘active’ node at a time, switch every 4 seconds 

§  non-’active’ nodes process data (event building: telescope merging, time stamping) 

16 x (HG + LG) 
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4 x CT cameras 

farm node 1 

farm node 2 

farm node 20 

PCs 
(8 cores) 

⟲ switch node every 4 seconds 
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Next step: Calibration 

XMM -Newton >  Information from Data Acquisition 
§  data files with events that contain 

collected charge (as ADC counts) for 
each pixel from high and low gain 

>  What we want 
1.  convert charge to photo electrons 

2.  convert photo electrons to Cherenkov 
light (see later) 

>  Information needed to do 1. 
§  ADC positions of the baseline of the HG 

and LG channels (PHG, PLG) 

§  the gain of the high-gain channel in ADC 
counts per pe (γe

ADC) 

§  amplification ratio of HG to LG (HG/LG) 

§  flat-fielding coefficient (FF) 
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How to derive calibration coefficients 

XMM -Newton >  Calibration runs are taken every second night (changing system behaviour) 

>  Pedestals 
§  signal from electronic noise during standard operation, typically 16 ADC counts (or 0.2 pe) 

§  take pedestal run in shelter while camera lid is closed (additional noise from night-sky-
background photons during observations) 

>  Flat-fielding 
§  channels exhibit slightly different response to uniform illumination due to different 

photocathode and Winston cone efficiencies 

§  LED flasher mounted at 15m distance to camera produce pulses of 5ns length and 
provide uniform illumination 

>  Gains 
§  determined by means of single-PE runs, taken indoors with a LED that emits (mostly 

single photons 

>  High-low gain ratio 
§  can be determined from data in overlap region of the two channels (30 pe – 150 pe) 
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Information stored in camera images 

XMM -Newton >  Pixels in camera store information from 
§  Cherenkov light from the particle shower 

§  electronic noise from the trigger and readout chain 

§  night-sky-background photons 

>  Cherenkov signal 
§  clustered in adjacent pixels 

§  from few tens of pe (low-energy or distant showers) to 
thousands of pe (nearby and/or high-energy showers) 

>  Electronic noise 
§  random, varies from pixel to pixel 

§  very small (0.2 pe per channel and 10ns integration 
window) 

>  Night-sky-background 
§  typically random (but depends on region in the sky) 

§  varying level from ~50 MHz to 1 GHz 
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Night-sky-background 

XMM -Newton >  NSB 
§  originates from stars, or 

§  bright prominent objects (reflection nebulae, 
nearby galaxies) 

§  can be estimated from pedestal width 

§  increases the average noise per pixel 

➝ Apply image cleaning to reduce noise 

Galactic plane 

M31! 

image courtesy: Gernot Maier 
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How to deal with noise in camera images? 

>  Image cleaning  
§  reject all pixels with intensity below certain value x1 

§  reject all pixels with intensity >x1 if they don’t have a neighbouring pixel with intensity >x2 

§  different cleaning levels are employed e.g. (4,7) or (5,10) 

Galactic plane 

no cleaning cleaning 1 cleaning 2 
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Reconstruction 

>  Clean images contain information of 
§  number of photo electrons (not Cherenkov light) per pixel and 

total signal in shower (after cleaning) 

§  shower direction (image orientation) 

§  primary particle (image shape) 

>  Ways to reconstruct shower properties 
§  using image parameters (small set of parameters) 

§  using the full image information (global fits) 

>  Hillas Parameters (Hillas, 1989) 
§  parametrise elliptical images 

§  width 

§  length 

§  distance of CoG to camera centre 

§  angle between camera centre – CoG and major shower axis 
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Direction Reconstruction using image parameters 

>  Shower direction and core position 
§  intersect major axes of all telescope pairs in common camera coordinate system to get 

direction on the sky 

§  intersect major axes of all telescope pairs in ground system to get impact position of 
shower on the ground 

>  Algorithms (Hofmann et al., 1999) 
1.  intersect all telescope pairs; weighted 

average over N(N-1) / 2 intersection points 

2.  like 1. but taking into account uncertainty of 
CoG and direction; gives errors on shower 
parameters 

3.  like 2. but taking into account width/length 
ratio; gives two error ellipses per telescope 
that can be overlaid for multiple telescopes 

4.  χ2 minimisation of measured image axes, 
compared to predicted images 
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Direction Reconstruction using image parameters 

>  Shower direction and core position 
§  intersect major axes of all telescope pairs in common camera coordinate system to get 

direction on the sky 

§  intersect major axes of all telescope pairs in ground system to get impact position of 
shower on the ground 

>  Results (Hofmann et al., 1999) 
§  Considering errors of image parameters helps 

to improve angular resolution 

§  especially helpful for 2-telescope events with 
large stereo angles 

§  improvement on direction for >2 telescope 
events is rather small 

§  algorithms 2 & 3 are rather simple, robust and 
good compared to other methods (full image 
fitting is Algorithm 7) 

§  2 tel trig., 2 tel. reco 

o  2 tel trig., 4 tel. reco 

•  4 tel trig., 4 tel. reco 
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How to identify primary particle? 

>  Image shape 
§  identification not possible for individual showers, but on statistical basis 

§  γ rays make long ellipsoidal showers ➝ elliptical images 

§  hadrons make more irregular showers ➝ clustered images, subshowers, etc. 

§  Hillas parameters for discrimination 

§  combine information from multiple telescopes 

§  Hillas parameters depend on core distance, total intensity in image, zenith angle, offset, … 

➝ Use simulations 
§  compare measured Hillas parameters to expectation for given observation condition 
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Monte-Carlo simulations 

>  Simulations are an important tool in ground-based γ-ray astronomy 

>  Performed in a two step process 
1.  simulation of the shower development in the atmosphere based on atmospheric 

transmission model (e.g. aerosol content) 

2.  simulation of detector response to incident Cherenkov light (shadowing of telescope 
structure, efficiencies of mirrors and Winston cones, PMT response, electronics chain, …) 

>  Monte-Carlo samples 
§  need to cover a large phase space (zenith, offset, energy of particles, azimuth, point-like 

vs. diffuse MCs) 

sim_telarray Corsika 
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>  Scaled Parameters 
§  compare measured width/length with expectation 

from MCs 

§  Interpolate between tables and calculate scaled 
parameters 

§  Calculate weighted average over triggered 
telescopes 

§  Cut on Mean-Scaled parameters considerably 
reduces CR background! 

Back to Particle identification 

Im
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ln (size [p.e.]) 
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>  Sets of cuts 
§  depending on source strength and spectral index, different cuts are defined 

§  preselect images with minimum intensity and maximum distance of CoG to camera centre 
for reconstruction 

§  2nd step: make cuts on mean-scaled parameters 

>  hard cuts  
§  for weak, hard-spectrum sources and morphological studies 

§  improves signal-to-background ratio, very good angular resolution 

§  more γ rays are excluded ➝ lower signal statistics 

>  std cuts 
§  for stronger, softer-spectrum sources, typically for spectra 

§  lower signal-to-background ratio, but larger γ-ray statistics 

Analysis cuts 
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>  Signal extraction 
§  particle identification is done on a statistical basis 

§  considerable level of remaining γ-ray-like background even after cuts 

§  cuts on image parameters and scaled parameters are mostly not sufficient to suppress 
background to a level for γ-ray sources to be detectable 

§  make use of directional information of showers 

§  define region of interest (On region) and background control regions (Off regions) to 
estimate γ-ray excess 

Background modelling 
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>  Simplest method 
§  Reflected regions 

§  observe offset from the source (‘wobble offset’) 

§  define On and Off regions at same distance to observation position 

§  make a 1D distribution of events, scaled by the number of off regions: α = NOn / NOff 

§  cut on squared angular distance θ2 to select γ-ray like events from source 

§  subtract background to calculate γ-ray excess, Nγ and its significance, σ (Li & Ma, 1983) 

Background modelling 
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>  Limitations of reflected regions method 
§  simple and robust method, but doesn’t provide γ-ray 

images 

§  acceptance to detect γ-ray like showers decreases with 
increasing offset angle ➝ method is prone to non-radially 
symmetric effects in FoV (e.g. gradients) 

§  no background estimation possible if telescopes pointing in 
signal region  

>  Ring background model 
§  define ring around source region 

§  take into account different acceptance of On and Off region 

§  calculate γ-ray excess and significance in On region 

§  γ-ray excess at any point in the FoV is possible by placing 
a ring around each position and using a 1D (or 2D) 
acceptance model 

§  result is a γ-ray excess and significance map 

§  allows for image analysis, but no spectral reconstruction (at 
least so far) 

Other background models 
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>  Limitations of reflected regions method 
§  simple and robust method, but doesn’t provide γ-ray 

images 

§  acceptance to detect γ-ray like showers decreases with 
increasing offset angle ➝ method is prone to non-radially 
symmetric effects in FoV (e.g. gradients) 

§  no background estimation possible if telescopes pointing in 
signal region  

>  Even more models 
§  FoV background method uses only acceptance curve 

➝ thereby neglecting statistical error of the background 

§  Template background method defines On and Off regions 
in parameters space, rather than on the sky 

➝ increased systematic error as two acceptances are used 

§  Classical On/Off method takes one observation of the 
signal FoV and one matching empty FoV 

➝ necessary for very extended sources, but doubles 
observing time 

Other background models 
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>  Where do we stand? 
§  we took data in observations of an interesting region in the sky 

§  we observed Cherenkov showers, identified primary particles and detect sources 

§  we can estimate the number of γ-ray excess events in a given FoV 

>  What can we do with this? 

What we did so far 
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>  Where do we stand? 
§  we took data in observations of an interesting region in the sky 

§  we observed Cherenkov showers, identified primary particles and detect sources 

§  we can estimate the number of γ-ray excess events in a given FoV 

>  What can we do with this? 
§  A survey of the inner galaxy, or 

§  Imaging of a shell-type SNR 

§  morphological studies, … 

>  Nice, but only half the story 
§  astrophysics interpretation requires spectral information 

What we did so far 
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Recap: Non-thermal radiation 

>  what is the origin of the emission? 
§  e.g. Origin of CRs 

§  particle transport 

Inverse Compton  
Scattering 

Synchrotron 
Emission 

π0 decay 

Energy  
Flux (νFν) 

Synchrotron 
Emission 

Optical, UV, 
Soft X-ray – 
Heavily 
absorbed 

Stars 

Dust 

Optical, UV, 
Soft X-ray – 
Heavily 
absorbed 

Synchrotron 
Emission 

Radio                    Infra-red                 X-rays                  γ-rays 

Radio                    Infra-red                 X-rays                  γ-rays 

Inverse Compton  
Scattering 
Inverse Compton  
Scattering 

Inverse Compton  
Scattering 

Energy  
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>  Energy reconstruction 
§  reconstruct energy of all γ-ray candidate events in On 

and Off regions 

§  use measured intensity and reconstructed core 
position to look up energy (based on MC γ rays) 

§  interpolate in zenith and offset (+ azimuth) 

§  calculate weighted average over triggered telescopes 

§  energy resolution with this method is typically ~15% 

§  energy threshold of instrument typically defined, 
where Ebias < 10% 

From γ-ray excess to energy spectra 

ln (size [p.e.]) 
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>  Differential γ-ray spectrum 
§  defined as measured number of γ rays Nγ per unit area, time and energy 

1.  Measured rate of γ rays after event selection and background subtraction 

2.  Energy-dependent cut efficiency 

3.  effective collection area, defined as energy-dependent area available for 100% efficient γ-
ray detection 

§  2. and 3. are determined from MC simulations in a combined manner, product yields 
effective detection area, Aeff 

From γ-ray excess to energy spectra 
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>  Effective detection area 
§  typically depends on trigger conditions and analysis cuts and derived using MC simulations 

§  is of the order of the Cherenkov light pool on ground for E > Ethreshold 

1.  Simulated area, the γ rays were “thrown” over 

2.  Number of γ rays that trigger the telescopes and pass all analysis cuts 

3.  Total number of simulated γ rays 

From γ-ray excess to energy spectra 
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>  Reconstructing the differential γ-ray spectrum 
§  similar to the way we made an excess map 

1.  reconstruct energies for all events in On and Off regions 

2.  look up Aeff of events, based on observation conditions, and multiply by observation time 

3.  fold On and Off event distribution with Aeff to get FOn and Foff 

4.  subtract Foff from Fon to get Fγ 
5.  take into account energy migration matrix, i.e. energy bias and resolution 

➝ Differential γ-ray spectrum 

From γ-ray excess to energy spectra 
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>  Great!  
§  we have created a skymap of γ-ray excess events to do morphological studies 

§  we have created a γ-ray spectrum of a source 

>  What can we do with this? 
§  A lot – here just a few examples 

1.  Spectro-morphological study of HESS J1825-137  

➝ energy-dependent transport of ultra-relativistic electrons in a pulsar-wind nebula 

From γ-ray excess to energy spectra 
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>  Great!  
§  we have created a skymap of γ-ray excess events to do morphological studies 

§  we have created a γ-ray spectrum of a source 

>  What can we do with this? 
§  A lot – here just a few examples 

2.  Bin the flux measurement in time and make a lightcurve of a γ-ray binary (PSR + massive 
companion star) 

3.  Record giant flares in Active Galactic Nuclei 

From γ-ray excess to energy spectra 
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>  Great!  
§  we have created a skymap of γ-ray excess events to do morphological studies 

§  we have created a γ-ray spectrum of a source 

>  What can we do with this? 
§  A lot – here just a few examples 

4.  Measure spectra of distant AGN and infer the strength of the extragalactic background 
light (probe cosmic galactic star formation) 

From γ-ray excess to energy spectra 
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>  Basically two ways on how to improve 
1.  Build more telescopes (way to go if we would have ∞ €,$,£) 

2.  Improve existing instruments (cheap but has its limitations) 

➝ Lets try to make the analysis more sensitive 

>  Where things can be improved 
§  hardware level (Mirrors, PMTs, trigger, readout) 

§  software level (reconstruction, γ-hadron separation) 

How can we do better? 
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>  Hardware level 
§  Recoating can stop degradation of mirror reflectivity 

•  VERITAS constantly recoats with a recoating station on site 
•  HESS recoated all mirrors of CT1 – 4 after ~7 years of operation 

§  upgrade of Cherenkov cameras with higher QE PMTs 
•  VERITAS has done that ➝ reduced the energy threshold of the system by 30% 

§  Trigger and readout optimisation 
•  VERITAS adjusted the trigger scheme for the high-QE PMTs 
•  MAGIC changed the trigger to detect pulsed emission from the Crab 

➝ We can still improve current-generation instruments… 

…but it still costs money/manpower  

Improving existing instruments 

VERITAS PMT upgrade MAGIC sum trigger HESS mirror recoating 
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>  Software level 
§  invest smaller amount of € in e.g. PhD students :-) 

§  improve reconstruction of showers 

§  two examples here: 
•  classification of events using multivariate analysis techniques (MVAs; e.g. neural networks, boosted decision trees) 
•  use information in all pixels to do reconstruction (full-blown, CPU-intense likelihood fitting) 

>   Why cuts on scaled parameters are not sufficient 
§  MRSW and MRSL cuts are box cuts  

§  other parameters have separation potential as well (such as height of maximum Cherenkov 
light emission) 

§  box cuts ignore correlations 

➝ MVAs can take care of this 

Cheaper solution 

Colour = CRs 
Contours = γ rays 
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>  Example of Boosted Decision Trees (BDTs) 
§  take many parameters as input 

§  learn difference between signal and background based on a training sample (e.g. MC γ rays 
and real background data) 

§  return a single variable that is a measure of γ-ray likeliness 

§  cut on this variable to reduce γ-ray like CR background 

Multivariate analysis techniques 
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>  Example of Boosted Decision Trees (BDTs) 
§  robust, simple and sensitive analysis method 

§  more sensitive than box cuts performed on individual parameters 

§  training in energy and zenith angle bands can take out parameter dependencies  

§  optimal training in different energy bands 

§  for HESS and using only Hillas-based parameters, 45% less observation time for std cuts, 
less improvement for hard cuts 

§  but MVAs can take any number of input parameters and are not limited to Hillas parameters 

Multivariate analysis techniques 
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>  Likelihood methods 
§  aim to use as much information stored in the shower images as possible 

§  are expected to be more sensitive than Hillas (and even MVAs, based on Hillas parameters) 

§  are also expected to be slower (since they work on the pixel level) 

>  Two main principles 
1.  log-likelihood fits comparing pixel information to prediction from semi-analytical model 

§  longitudinal development: 

§  shower depth: 

§  Cherenkov light distribution: 

Alternative: Global fits 

2.  log-likelihood fits comparing pixel information to 
prediction from Monte-Carlo 

§  using full MC air shower simulation 

§  combined with ray-tracing optics simulation 
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>  Model prediction 
§  semi-analytical model and image templates are used to construct a shower model 

§  i.e. a prediction of the light distribution on ground for given primary particle energy, direction, 
impact parameter, first interaction length, and at a given NSB level 

§  Likelihood is defined as: 

§  and is the convolution of the Poisson distribution of photo electron number n and the PMT 
resolution 

§  x is the measured signal in p.e. 

§  µ is the expected signal in p.e. 

§  σp is the pedestal width 

§  σγ is the single p.e. resolution 

§  Define pixel log-likelihood: 

§  mimise the sum over all pixel log-likelihood values 

§  shower goodness parameter can be used for discrimination 

Alternative: Global fits 

Hillas 

True 

Fit 

Shower direction 
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>  Advantages of the fit 
§  uses full information in camera images, including shower tails 

§  includes calibration parameters 

§  takes care of bright stars and NSB in data 

§  is not sensitive to broken pixels (excluded from the fit) 

§  no image cleaning is needed 

§  improves on direction and energy reconstruction 

§  improves γ-hadron separation if goodness of fit parameter is used as classifying variable 

➝ factor 2 gain in sensitivity (for point-like sources)! 

Alternative: Global fits 
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>  Advantages of the fit 
§  uses full information in camera images, including shower tails 

§  includes calibration parameters 

§  takes care of bright stars and NSB in data 

§  is not sensitive to broken pixels (excluded from the fit) 

§  no image cleaning is needed 

§  improves on direction and energy reconstruction 

§  improves γ-hadron separation if goodness of fit parameter is used as classifying variable 

➝ factor 2 gain in sensitivity (for point-like sources)! 

>  But, fit also 
§  sensitively depends on shower model (or MC generation) 

§  depends on pointing of the telescope (otherwise, shift of model in camera) 

§  sensitively depends on a very good calibration 

§  sensitively depends on NSB in the model 

§  important when using shower goodness for γ-hadron separation 

§  CPU intense 

Alternative: Global fits 
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>  More events 
§  More photons = better spectra, images, 

fainter sources 

➝ Larger collection area for γ rays 

>  Better events 
§  More precise measurements of 

atmospheric cascades and hence primary 
γ rays 

➝ Improved angular resolution 

➝ Improved background rejection power 

Ø More telescopes! 

How to do better with IACTs? 

Simulation: 
Superimposed images 
from 8 telescopes 
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>  A huge improvement in all aspects of performance 
§  A factor ~10 in sensitivity, much wider energy coverage, much better resolution, 

field-of-view, full sky  

>  A user facility / proposal-driven observatory 
§  With two sites with a total of >100 telescopes 

>  A 27 nation ~€200M project 
§  including everyone from HESS, MAGIC and VERITAS 

§  plus many other interested people from e.g. particle physics and space science 

The Cherenkov Telescope array 
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>  23 m diameter   

>  389 m2 dish area 

>  28 m focal length 

>  1.5 m mirror facets 

>  4.5∘ FoV 

>  0.1∘ pixels 

>  Camera ∅ over 2 m 

>  Carbon-fibre structure for 20 s 
positioning 

>  Active mirror control 

4 LSTs on South site 

4 LSTs on North site 

Large-Sized Telescope 
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>  100 m2 dish area 

>  16 m focal length 

>  1.2 m mirror facets 

>  7.5∘ FoV 

>  ~2000 x 0.18∘ pixels 

 

25 MSTs on South site 

12 MSTs on North site 

Medium-Sized Telescope 

Berlin 
MST prototype 
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>  ~8 m2 dish area 

>  9∘ FoV 

>  ~0.2∘ pixels 

~ 70 MSTs on South site 

Small-Sized Telescope (2 concepts) 
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>  ~8 m2 dish area 

>  9∘ FoV 

>  ~0.2∘ pixels 

~ 70 MSTs on South site 

Small-Sized Telescope (2 concepts) 

ASTRI 
Mnt. Etna 

GCT 
Meudon/Paris 

>  SST-2M ASTRI prototype 
inaugurated on Mt. Etna (Sept.) 

>  SST-2M GCT under 
construction 

>  SST-1M prototype in 
Cracow 
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>  9.7 m primary 

>  5.4 m  secondary 

>  5.6 m focal length 

>  40 m2 eff. coll. area 

>  PSF < 4.5’ over FoV 

>  8∘ FoV 

>  ~11328 x 0.07∘ SiPM pixels 

>  Target readout ASIC 

Extend South array by adding 12 SCTs 

➝ increased collection area 

➝ improved angular resolution 

Medium-Sized Telescope Dual mirror telescope 

Prototype on Whipple site 
in 2015 
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CTA Sites 

Two sites to cover full sky 
at 20∘ - 30∘ N, S 

+ 30 

- 30 

Mainly 
extragalactic 

science 

Galactic plus 
extragalactic 

science 
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CTA Sites 
Arizona (2) 

Tenerife 

SPM - Mexico 

Argentina (2) 

Aar/HESS Namibia 

Chile - Armazones 
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CTA Sites 
Arizona (2) 

Tenerife 

SPM - Mexico 

Argentina (2) 

Aar/HESS Namibia 

Chile - Armazones 

>  South 

§  negotiations starting with Chila and 
Namibia ➝ Decision early 2015 

>  North 

§  Mexico, US and Spain still all under 
consideration ➝ Decision 2015 

>  Site development 2015+ 
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CTA Timeline 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 
Design 

Prototyping 

Site development 

Array construction 

Science 

>  CTA-Observatory – GmbH 
§  formed in July, and basis for founding agreement 

§  now preparing Technical Design Review Documents 
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>  Consortium consists of 1000+ people 
§  management + organisation 

>  CTA will consist of 100+ telescopes 
§  on 2 sites, 5+ different types 

§  industrial-style production 

§  reliable running for 20+ years 

>  Data 
§  access and analysis has to be simple (software development on a different level…) 

§  storage and distribution of petabytes of data 

§  calibration is a major challenge (especially for that many different telescopes) 

>  Simulations 
§  are crucial for everything! 

>  And the list goes on… 

CTA Challenges 
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>  Photosensors 
§  PMTs for LST/MST 

§  Silicon PMs (or MAPMs) for SST + 
SCTs (smaller plate scales) 

>  Electronics 
§  Both fully digital and analogue pipelines 

being prototyped  

Example: Cameras 
Full camera prototypes of most systems by end of the year 
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>  Photosensors 
§  PMTs for LST/MST 

§  Silicon PMs (or MAPMs) for SST + 
SCTs (smaller plate scales) 

>  Electronics 
§  Both fully digital and analogue pipelines 

being prototyped  

Example: Cameras 
Full camera prototypes of most systems by end of the year 
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>  GCT 
§  is merger of GATE structure and CHEC 

camera prototyping efforts 

§  consortium will deliver 35 SST-2M for CTA 

§  completion of telescope structure expected 
in Spring 2015 

>  CHEC 
§  two prototypes, one based on MAPMs, one 

on SiPMs 

GCT and the CHEC camera 
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>  GCT 
§  is merger of GATE structure and CHEC 

camera prototyping efforts 

§  consortium will deliver 35 SST-2M for CTA 

§  completion of telescope structure expected 
in Spring 2015 

>  CHEC 
§  two prototypes, one based on MAPMs, one 

on SiPMs 

§  based on TARGET ASIC 

§  readout full trace of signal 

>  Optimisation of 
§  preamplifier gain (ADC per p.e. and 

saturation level) 

§  sampling rate (e.g. 125 MHz vs 1 GHz) 

§  algorithm for charge reconstruction 

Readout optimisation of CHEC camera 
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Readout optimisation of CHEC camera 

>  True image from simulation 
§  shower image for a MAPM-based camera 

§  no electronic noise, NSB, etc. 

§  completion of telescope structure 
expected in Spring 2015 

>  Shower image 
§  with NSB, 

electronic noise, 
etc. 

§  integrated over 
entire waveform 
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Charge extraction 

True image Full traces Peak times 

Method 1 >  Method 1 
§  find peak time t0 in each 

pixel 

§  integrate in fixed window 
around t0 

➝ considerably reduces 
noise 
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Charge extraction 

True image Full traces Peak times 

Method 1 Method 2 >  Method 2 
§  find peak time t0 in each 

pixel 

§  calculate weighted average 
based on neighbour pixels 

§  integrate in fixed window 
around t0 

➝ further reduces noise 
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Charge extraction 

True image Full traces Peak times 

Method 1 

>  Pulse fitting 
§  find peak time t0 in each 

pixel 

§  fit pulse around t0 with 
simulated shape (above 
minimum charge) 

➝ suitable in a two step 
approach  

Method 2 Pulse Fit 
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Even more fancy things… 
Noisy image Tail cuts cleaning (2,4) Extract charge by pulse fit 

>  Image cleaning 
1.  start with noisy image 

2.  apply image cleaning (2,4) 

3.  fit pulse to extract charge 

4.  repeat cleaning 

5.  get timing of pixels along 
image 

6.  extract time gradient 

7.  clean with window along time 
gradient 
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Even more fancy things… 
Noisy image Tail cuts cleaning (2,4) Extract charge by pulse fit 

>  Image cleaning 
1.  start with noisy image 

2.  apply image cleaning (2,4) 

3.  fit pulse to extract charge 

4.  repeat cleaning 

5.  get timing of pixels along 
image 

6.  extract time gradient 

7.  clean with window along time 
gradient 
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>  Simulations 
§  expected performance of different sites 

§  array layout, subarrays, height studies, NSB, 
non-standard observation modes 

Much more work ongoing 
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>  Simulations 
§  expected performance of different sites 

§  array layout, subarrays, height studies, NSB, 
non-standard observation modes 

>  Calibration 
§  camera, array, atmosphere, pointing 

§  with muons, electrons, or even oktocopter (?) 

§  pointing is particularly hard for dual-mirror 
telescopes 

Much more work ongoing 
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>  Simulations 
§  expected performance of different sites 

§  array layout, subarrays, height studies, NSB, 
non-standard observation modes 

>  Calibration 
§  camera, array, atmosphere, pointing 

§  with muons, electrons, or even oktocopter (?) 

§  pointing is particularly hard for dual-mirror 
telescopes 

>  Data 
§  observer access, proposal handling 

§  pipelines: frameworks, prototype software 

§  three pipelines foreseen (real-time analysis, 
offline next-day, and end-user analysis) 

Much more work ongoing 

Preliminary guesstimate! 
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Why? CTA Science! 

> Cosmic particle acceleration, propagation and 
impact 
§ Mechanisms for particle acceleration, Galactic CR acceleration 

and Pevatrons, acceleration jets and lobes of AGN, cosmic-ray 
transport 

§ what role do accelerated particles play in feedback on star 
formation and galaxy evolution? 

> Probing Extreme Environments 
§ Neutron stars and black holes, relativistic jets, winds and 

explosions, the contents of cosmic voids, … 

> Physics Frontiers 
§ What is the nature of dark matter? How is it distributed? 

§  Is the speed of light a constant for high-energy photons? 

§ Do axion-like particles exist? 
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CTA Reach 

> Galactic objects 
§ Newly born pulsars and the 

supernova remnants 

➝ have typical brightness such that 
HESS, etc. can see only local objects 

➝ CTA will whole Galaxy 

> Field-of-view + sensitivity 
§  Survey speed ~300 x HESS 

 

Current 

CTA 

Current Galactic VHE 
sources (with distance 
estimates) 
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CTA Resolution 
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Conclusions 

>  Current Cherenkov Telescope Arrays 
§  are still delivering interesting science results 

§  all with recent and upcoming major upgrades 

>  CTA 
§  major recent progress towards realising the observatory 

§  on track for completion ~2010 (1st science much earlier) 

§  will open up VHE γ-ray astronomy to a wide community 

>  Note 
§  IACTs are not the only ground-based future of γ-ray astronomy 

§  Also HAWC (now) and LHASSO (on CTA timescales) 

>  Final remark 
§  If you are interested in CTA, just ask me, or get involved 

§  There are thousands of cool things you can work on! 


